DIWALI CELEBRATIONS - PRIMARY (01.11.2018 – 05.11.2018)
Diwali, is the festival of lights, celebrated every year in the honor of
Goddess Lakshmi, with great joy and enthusiasm. A weeklong celebration
was planned by the Primary Wing of MAPS to enjoy the true sense of its
light through Smokeless and a cracker-free Diwali.
Day-1- Diwali Mela -

Classes 1, 2 and 3 organized the traditional as well as modern form of
DIWALI MELA including innovative activities such as making edible
rangoli and patakhas, traditional diya decoration, creative style of
ornament designing, Pooja thali decoration and other art and crafts. The
whole school was decorated with flowers, colours, torans and hangings
displaying the spirit of festivities.

The students were actively engaged in the activities and understood that
even cracker-free Diwali can bring a lot of delight and happiness in life.
Day-2- Cleanliness Drive "Cleanliness is next to Godliness"
Diwali is also a festival of cleanliness. To welcome the blessings of Lord
Ganesha and Goddess Lakshmi, a cleanliness drive was organized for the
students. The students of Classes 1&2 dedicatedly participated in the drive
by cleaning the walls, corridors, and their respective classes. It helped to
inculcate the habit of personal hygiene and environment cleanliness in the

students as their foremost responsibility. It also spread awareness amongst
them on how to maintain cleanliness in their daily lives.

Day-3- Diwali Celebrations... (Parents' Visit) Parents visited the school corridors where beautiful hangings,
bandhanwars, torans, diyas, handcrafted rangoli, pooja thalis, ornaments
and other Diwali crafts were displayed by our students. The parents were
completely mesmerized and awed by the glitters of the decoration and
hard work of their kids behind it. The students were extremely excited to
show and demonstrate their work to the parents. It made them feel happy
and content.

Day-4-Diwali Celebrations (Diwali Puja and Class Decoration) On the final day of this week-long celebrations, Diwali Puja was
conducted in the classes with students to enhance their festive feel and
bring smiles to their faces. They chanted with their teachers and

participated in the puja of Lord Ganesha and Goddess Lakshmi with a
positive vibe along with an oath of celebrating this Diwali Cracker-free!!
The students of Class 1 and 2 also decorated their classrooms beautifully
by lighting diyas, candles, putting decorations all around and enjoyed
their Diwali food and sweets.
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